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I first heard about Michael Browns shooting when
the nations collective response was just apeep. Over
the next few days, hour by hour, news of the tragedy
spread, inciting backlash and protests around the
world and sparking crucial debates about race rela-
tions, police brutality, and all those other little issues
we usually fancy ourselves to have a pretty good grip
on in the U.S. (spoiler alert: we don’t).
As a Ferguson myself, I’m not going to pretend
that my own connection to the incidentdidn’t cross
my mind.
“Just you wait,” I told my sister as the protests
started to unfold. “Our last name is going tobecome
shorthand for racist police brutality, just like ‘Col-
umbine’ is for school shootings.”




Copy Chief& Online News Writer
FNfflS"
It really was the tragic cherry on top of a tragic
summer, wasn’t it? Israel and Palestine seemed to
be at their most contentious, Vladimir Putin was
kinda-sorta-maybe working on World War III (did
we ever really figure that one out?), unaccompanied
children poured through our borders seeking refuge
from violence at home.
And that was only the beginning. As the months
wore on, the Obama administration toyed with a
return to war in the Middle East (if we ever even
left in the first place) and conflict raged on in Syria.
To add insult to injury, Robin Williams’ mid-August
suicide was probably the closest we could ever come
to the literal death of laughter. It’s been a rough one.
In times like these, the media should provide sol-
ace and clarity—not frustration. That’s whythis year,
The Spectator is focusing in on accuracy, thorough-
TEDS. WARREN • AP PHOTO
Kathleen O’Toole speaks after being introduced by
Ed Murray as the newpolice commissioner.
ERIC GAY • AP PHOTO
A group of immigrants cross the US-Mexico border
illegally and are stopped in Texas.
ness, and training. We’re adding local, national and
international news updates to our website to keep
you in the know. And while we’ll never shy away
from the tough stuff, we promise to keep the good
news coming also. Someone has to.
In the meantime, there’s no better chaser for a
glum summer than an unforgettable fall. Our pull-
out map of all our favorite Capitol Hill haunts (pg.
11) is a great place to start.
Whetheryou’re a new student or a returner, wel-
come home. Here’s to a year of good grades, good




CAP HILL CRIME HITS RECORD HIGH—
Newly-appointed police chief Kathleen O’Toole
visited Capitol Hill earlier this month following
reports that the neighborhood saw its highest-
ever robbery rate in August.
O’Toole, the city’s first female full-time police
chief, met with community members to field con-
cerns about the recent spike in crime in the Pike/ 1
Pine corridorand outline plans to bolster policing
in the area.
The new police chief announced at the meeting
that gang units would be more active starting this
month, paying particular attention to Pike/Pine
and Cal Anderson Park. The number of officers
patrolling the neighborhood on foot would also
be increased.
Confirmed by an 8 to 1 vote by Seattle’s City
Council, O’Toole has been warmly welcomed to
her nerv position. She makes her debut as SPD
faces pressure from the Department of Justice to
prevent misconduct that has soured the reputa-
tion of Seattle’s police and compromised the pub-
lic’s trust.
WHITE HOUSE FACES BORDER CRISIS-
The surge in unaccompanied minors attempt-
ing to cross the U.S./Mexico border finally be-
gan to lessen following a high of 10,600 children
in June.
The border crisis, which some members of
Congress dubbed Obamas "Katrina Moment,"
was caused by heightened drug- and gang-related
violence in several Central American countries,
some experts said.
The majority of the child migrants have lied
from Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras.
After facing criticism fromboth congress mem-
bers and immigration reform activists for their
lack of swift executive action during the crisis,
the Obama administration spearheaded a public-
relations offensiv e in Latin America to discourage
further illegal immigration into the United States.
The Republican-led House and the Democrat-
ic-fed Senate both proposed funding bills for the
crisis, but neither made it out of Congress.
Though the influx of undocumented children
has slowed, the crisis is far from over. The US. is
struggling to offer shelter and due process to the
large swaths of people that have crossed the bor-
der. Additionally, a civil rights coalition recently
filed a suit to slow the deportation of women and
children and increase protection of detainees’
rights at a New Mexico detention center.
TED S. WARREN • AP PHOTO
Seattle public ralliesfor a $15 minimum wage.
CHARLIE RIEDEL • AP PHOTO
Public in Ferguson rally to bring justice for
Michael Brown.
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SEATTLE’S $15 TRA1LBLAZING—After a
long-fought battle by labor activists, fast food em-
ployees and Mayor Ed Murray, Seattle City Coun-
cil made history on June 2 when it unanimously
passed an ordinance to raise the city's minimum
wage to $15 per hour, a number well above the
federally mandated pay floor of $7.25 per hour.
Large businesses that do not provide health in-
surance to their employees, like the Holiday Inn
Express in North Seattle, will be required to pay
the $15 minimum by 2017. Large businesses that
do provide health plans, like El Gauclio, a multi-
restaurant and catering company, have until 2018
to adopt the new minimum. Small businesses
with employees that receive tip income, like res-
taurants, will have to phase in the ordinance at
some point after 2018.
All employers, regardless of size, will need to
pay a $15 minimum wage by 2021. The inflation-
adjusted wage is predicted to be $18 by 2025.
A carve-out in the law exempts employers from
paying teenagers the new minimum.
Hie city council’s unprecedented move has not
gone without criticism. In some cases, employers
are preparing to cut jobs or halt expansion. Others
are leaving Seattle entirely. Colleges and universi-
ties that provide student employment may have to
employ fewer students.
Only time will tell if Seattle’s trailblazing will
pay off.
NATIONAL RECKONING WITH RACE-
Unarmed black teenager Michael Brown was fa-
tally shot by police officer Darren Wilson in Fer-
guson, Mo. last month, fueling protests, reigniting
debates on police tactics and race relations, and
sparking a federal civil rights investigation.
At 12 p.m. on Aug. 9, Brown was shot six times
and left lying dead on the ground for nearly four
hours. The St. Louis suburb held a vigil that eve-
ning, which soon evolved into a sustained protest.
The late hours of the night saw what was initially
a peaceful gathering erupt into vandalism and
looting by select perpetrators. A heavily milita-
rized police, garbed in camouflage and riot gear,
responded with tear gas and rubber bullets.
Tensions between protesters, the media and the
police continued to ebb and flow in the following
weeks. Eleven journalists were arrested over the
course of the mid- August protests.
The roots of civil unrest in Ferguson extend past
the anger the community felt after Brown’s death.
Ferguson, a predominantly black city with high
poverty rates, is represented by a primarily white
city council, and the 53-member police force only
employs three black officers.
These disparities, the onslaught of militarized
policing in response to the protests, and Browns
death prompted the U.S. Department of Justice to
investigate the Ferguson Police Department. Tire
civil rights investigation was announced by Attor-
ney General Eric Holder earlier this month.
U.S. AT WAR, AGAIN—On the heel of mur-
ders in the Middle East that shocked the world
this summer, President Barack Obamapledged to
“degrade” and “destroy” the Islamic State during
a prime time special on the eve of the thirteenth
anniversary of 9/11.
The president’s comments came after the be-
headings of two American journalists by the
terrorist group, also known as ISIS or ISIL, in
August. The brutality, filmed and released on
YouTube, was said to be a direct response to Presi-
dent Obamas decision to strike the extremists in
Iraq lastmonth.
Aside from ISIS’ threat to national security and
stability in the Middle East, the groups barbar-
ian tactics have also raised challenging questions
about American foreign policy—particularly the
U.S. government’s refusal to negotiate with ter-
rorist groups.Despite requests for ransom for the
release ofjournalist James Foley before he was be-
headed, the U.S. did not concede to the Islamic
militants. Other nations, like Britain, maintain a
similar policy. But the French, German, Italian,
and Spanish governments do pay ransoms, al-
though they will not admit to it publically, some
U.S. officials said. Four French journalists and
two Spanish journalists were welcomed home
in April after their governments reportedly paid
large ransoms.
ISIS gained salience as a'significant player in
the Iraqi insurgency after the 2003 U.S. invasion
to topple Saddam Hussein. Their goal was to es-
tablish a hardline Islamic state in Iraq and Syria.
ISIS ruled with a strong, oppressive force in the
areas they controlled, largely supported by Sun-
nis. They banned music and beheaded dissenting
civilians. Once a part of al-Qaida in Iraq, ISIS’
behavior proved too extreme even for the orga-
nization once led by Osama bin Laden. Al-Qaida
disavowed ISIS in February.
NEW MANAGER AND MORE FOR BON APP
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s food service, Bon
Appetit, is serving up a few changes
this year.
Jay Payne, a longtime Seattle resi-
dent, will take over as general manag-
er. Buzz Holford, the former manager,
has been promoted within the organi-
zation. Payne has six years of experi-
ence with Bon App, but this will be his
first time working for a university.
“I am coming on board to a system
that works pretty well,” Payne said.
“We have some changes going on, but
I will need to see it going to really see
where the needs for change are. We
will continue to provide the great food
and service that people are used to.”
Bon App offers several different eat-
eries on campus where students can
use their meal plans. Bon App prices
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JayPayne, new Bon Appetit manager.
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are comparable to nearby off-campus
restaurants. For those students with-
out meal plans, grocery shopping is
the way to go as it is generally cheaper
than eating out.
“I usually just stay at home and
make meals for myself,” said senior
Nigel Melling. “It is a lot cheaper, and
I can make pretty good meals.”
Upperclassmen living in on-cam-
pus apartments, like the Murphy and
Douglas apartments, can choose to
have smaller meal plans or no meal
plan, which allows for some eating
flexibility.
“I have a meal plan, but it is not my
primary source for food,” said junior
Louis Ash-Kaufman.
One change coming to the Hawk’s
Nest Bistro, located on the third floor
of the Student Center, will be a shift
to a more restaurant-style experience.
In the past, students ordered food and
then retrieved the food themselves af-
ter their number was called. To reduce
confusion and make the overall pro-
cess more efficient, the staff will now
bring the food to students’ tables.
There will also be a change in the
pricing at the Cherry Street Market
salad bar. Instead of paying by plate
size, students will now pay 49 cents
per ounce. Most of Bon App’s ac-
counts already use the pay-by-weight
system, and the new system could
help to counter the theft problems that
Cherry Street has encountered in the
past.
{For the salad barinstead of paying byplate size, studentswill now pay 49 cents I
per ounce.
Last April, The Spectator reported
that Bon App had lost over $100,000
of revenue through theft. One meth-
od used by many students was hiding
food underneath their salads. Stu-
dents will no longer be able to do this
with the new pricing.
“It seems fair,” said junior Michael
Prier. “Now you will actually pay for
what you have rather than some speci-
fied amount.”
Cherry Street will also be switching
to digital menus in an effort to reduce
waste. In the past, the daily menus at
each food station were printed and
displayed on paper. This year, the
menus will be digitally displayed on
tablets.
Last year there were some changes
made to the food offerings at Cherry
Street. The build-your-own burrito
station was replaced with The Rice
Bowl, which provided a quick, easy
and popular option for students. This
year, the stations will remain the same,
but the build-your-own burrito will
make its return on weekends.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@seattleu.edu
HOUSING MAKES SPACE FOR NEW STUDENTS
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
If you thought having one roommate
was challenging, try having three.
That’s the situation that some new
students have found themselves in
as Housing and Residence Life con-
verted residence hall lounges into
four-person suites to make room for
incoming students.
“Based on the last number I heard,
we are at 110% capacity,” said Direc-
tor of Housing and Residence Life
Kathleen Baker in regards to Seattle
University’s housing overload for fall
quarter.
Associate Director of Housing
Timothy Albert said that gentrifica-
tion and crime are the two main rea-
son? for the overload. Escalating rent
prices of the luxurious apartments
surrounding Seattle U are driving
students to pursue the compara-
tively affordable on-campus housing.
Baker explained the hous-
ing process to The Spectator.
“We have to leave a certain number
ofbeds open for first and second year
students that have to live on campus.
So usually we offer up these spaces [in
the spring], students sign up and over
the summer there’s always a certain
number of cancellations. We count on
that. But this year we did not get the
same number of cancellations that has
traditionally happened so the spaces
we expected to open up didn’t.”
In an email issued to all upper-
classmen living in the Murphy apart-
ments, Housing and Residence Life
announced that the monetary penalty
to withdraw from on-campus hous-
ing, typically strictly enforced, would
be lifted this year. This change is an at-
tempt to encourage students who have
the option to live off-campus to do so,
thus allowing incoming new students
on-campus housing.
“As it turns out, that didn’t get us
as many bed spaces. But when you’re
trying to house, it’s always a numbers
game. It’s not about getting thirty or
forty beds, it’s just one here and one
there,” Albert said. He added that ev-
ery couple of days, a new student con-
tacts Seattle U’s housing office request-
ing on-campus accommodations.
“At one point, we had over 50 [stu-
dents] without beds... We don’t want
to leave students out in the cold...
That’s a priority,” Albert said of the
overload of underclassmen request-
ing on-campus housing. He told The
Spectator that freshmen will not be
living in the Murphy apartments, All
first-time freshmen seeking on-cam-
pus housing will be assigned to live in
Bellarmine, Campion or Xavier.
Albert said that many incoming
freshman seek out triples due to their
affordable pricing and as an opportu-
nity to meet additional new students.
In all of the residence halls, several
previously double rooms have been
converted to triples. In Campion and
Bellarmine halls, floor lounges have
been converted to quads. He is hope-
ful that the quads will address the con-
cerns of students who seek out triple
rooms even more effectively.
Laura Hoffman, a junior who lived
in a Bellarmine double her freshman
year, said that residence hall commu-
nity is important. “I think you should
have a typical year in the dorms living
closely with another person,” she said.
“I think they need to start investing in
adding on to to Bellarmine or creating
housing for students on campus.”
Rhiannon Jahns, another junior
who lived in a Bellarmine double, said
the quads seemed disorganized.
“I think they really need to rethink
the housing situation.”
In reference to the additions of the
triples and converted lounges, Albert
said that the switch isn’t meant to be a
permanent solution.
“That’s not the university’s plan,”
he said. Albert added that with Se-
attle U’s current funding and budget
plan, these accommodationsmake the
most sense.
In the past, Seattle U has ad-
dressed housing overload concerns
by purchasing the Kolvenbach Homes
and Logan Court. Kolvenbach was
designed as a distinctive hous-
ing option for those committed to
service-learning and simple living.
Kolvenbach is available to eight cur-
rent students entering their sopho-
more, junior or senior years. Logan
Court is a condominium style of liv-
ing for upperclassmen undergradu-
ate students, though Albert said Se-
attle U has previously placed graduate
students there.
In the past nine years that Albert
has been with Seattle U, nearly 500
beds have been added.
When asked if Seattle U is consid-
ering building additional residence
halls, Albert said that it’s a possibil-
ity. “There is always talk of it,” he said.
“We are faced with a myriad of chal-
lenges.”
He added that gentrification
not only affects students seeking
housing on Capitol Hill, but also
the university, which struggles to
compete with the growing prices of
property.
“We’re in a neighborhood that is
vibrant, a neighborhood that is grow-
ing but that also means that buying
property is really expensive and diffi-
cult. And often, because of where we
are, even when it’s something right
SEPTEMBER 2A 2014
next to campus, we are not the only
ones looking at it and we’re not even
the only institution looking at it.,” he
said. “Seattle Academy is looking to
purchase... As downtown creeps this
way it definitely becomes more expen-
sive.”
Albert said that the crime rate is an-
other reason for the rise in on campus
housing requests.
“Crime hasn’t necessarily gotten
worse, but people are more aware of
it,” Albert said.
He attributes much of this aware-
ness to Public Safety’s communica-
tion with students via email. Albert
believes that parents see safety as “a
growing concern,” one that is most ef-
fectively addressed by keeping Seattle
U students living on campus.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@seattleu.edu
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NIGHTHAWK ROLLS IN NISSAN LEAFS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
Ifyou’ve heard rumors regarding ave-
hicle change within Public Safety (af-
fectionately dubbed P-Safe), fear not:
The infamous Segways are still in use.
What’s actually changing this fall
is the Night Hawk system. The intro-
duction of new Nissan Leafs to the
program means that there will be no
more of the gas-guzzling Ford Escape
Hybrids.
The Night Hawk safely drives stu-
dents to and from destinations within
a six block radius of campus and is
available within the hours of 6 p.m.
and midnight, Sundaythrough Thurs-
day, and 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights.
According to Executive Director of
Public Safety, Tim Marron, the cost
and damage to the environment were
both reasons for the change.
“We are ableto lease sixNissan Leafs
for slightly less than the cost of leasing
the two Ford Escapes,” Marron said.
The switch to Nissan Leafs means
more cars at Public Safety’s disposal.
“We had two vehicles last year and
in past years, and now we’ll have six,”
Marron said, adding that the wait time
for the Night Hawk will be decreased
with the influx ofcars.
This change within the Night Hawk
invites dialogue about what services
Public Safety provides, and how it has
functionedpreviously.
“With my experience using the
Night Hawk, the drivers have been
very short with me and just plain
rude. I know that this is a difficult job,
8 NEWS
but that does not dismiss the level of
respect that should be given to a stu-
dent opting to use the service,” Seattle
University sophomore Natalie Lucey
said in a Facebook message to The
Spectator. “I think it is a great service
offered to students and there should
be people employed who can manage
the difficult situation theyare encoun-
tered with in a professional and help-
ful manner.”
Like Lucey, student Night Hawk
driver Akaila Ballard also said that the
services have been less than perfect.
“I think people have had more nega-
tive experiences than positive experi-
ences with the Night Hawk,” Ballard
said. “As an employee, I don’t think
that number of cars was our problem.
I think that Night Hawk could have
run really well on two cars; the prob-
lem was management and employee
empowerment. I’ve worked with peo-
ple who just didn’t care about the job
at all.”
Marron said that every student on
campus, whether potential passenger
or driver in the Night Hawk system,
is subject to the university’s Code of
Conduct. He hopes that any student
with a complaint would file it accord-
ingly. Public Safety is ultimately there
to help students stay safe in any way
possible, whether through the Night
Hawk or other on-campus services.
“The goal is whomever you are when
you walk on campus, you won’t be
able to go very far without seeing that
red uniform. They’re there as a source
of help, or if you’re here to do harm
or whatever as an active deterrent that
hey, you know what, there are people
that are looking out for the safety of
this campus all the time,” Marron said.
With nineteen years of law enforce-
ment under his belt, Marron began
work at Seattle U during the 2013-14
school year, and oversaw an impor-
tant shift in Public Safety’s priorities.
In the past, the main focus had been
on student conduct, whereas now the
main topic of concern is student safe-
ty. Public Safety officers still address
matters of conduct when necessary,
but according to Marron, having the
university in the middle of Seattle is a
game changer.
“Students need to realize that they
are in the middle of a verybusy city,”
Marron said. “And they need to take
on the mannerisms and practices that
people who live in the middle of a city
do.”
To Marron, this means a certain lev-
el of student responsibility. With the
new Nissan Leafs, Public Safety can
provide three times as many cars, and
yet, Marron encourages students to
plan for their own security. Even with
an extra four cars, the Night Hawk
couldn’t possibly accommodate every
student’s transportation needs. Still,
Public Safety is available by phone to
help students find other options, like
the department’s walking escort sys-
tem, or calling a taxi.
All in all, the Night Hawk’s effi-
ciency will be impacted not justby the
number of cars, but also by the degree
to which students take responsibility
for their own safety.
The Night Hawk can be reached at
206-398-4295.




Rape culture and its looming presence
on college campuses has garnered at-
tention in recent years, and for good
reason. Research indicates that one in
five college students will be sexually
assaulted in their time at any given
university.
Over the last decade, more and
more research has come forth regard-
ing the frequency of sexual assaults on
college campuses. In response, univer-
sities are stepping up efforts to com-
bat the issue. Seattle University is no
exception.
In January of this year, Seattle U
created the position of HR Compli-
ance and Title IX Coordinator and
assembled an advisoryboard to guide
the university towards more effective
prevention and treatment ofsexual as-
sault.
According to Director of Profes-
sional and Organizational Develop-
ment, Helaina Sorey, who coordinates
Title IX at Seattle U, the advisory
board “jumped right in” when it came
to making suggestions to improve the
university’s sexual assault policy.
Director of Health and Wellness
Ryan Hamachek has also been making
strides to engage and educate the stu-
dent body on sexual assault. This fall,
Hamachek and the Health and Well-
SU AND GOVERNMENT TAKE ON SEXUAL ASSAULT
ness Crew developed an informative
online training programcalled “Think
About It” to promote a healthier and
safer campus environment for every-
one. The program covers two to three
hours of content ranging from sub-
stance abuse to healthy relationships
and sexual misconduct.
“The program has already been a
part of this year’s orientation and the
response to “Think About It” on the
part of the student body has been
largely positive,” Hamachek said.
Additionally, Seattle U has begun
disseminating university-wide climate
surveys to better understandhow stu-
dents feel about security arid educa-
tional resources on campus.
“What we’re really hoping to do is
fully engage the full diversity ofvoices
at Seattle U in the issue,” said Assistant
University Counsel David Lance. “We
want to face this issue head on and
discuss solutions as a community.”
These changes correspond with a
push from the Obama administration
for universities to more actively ad-
dress the issue.
In April of this year, the White
House reacted to a series of highly
publicized assaults that occurred on
college campuses. A report released
by the Obama administration urged
universities to conduct anonymous
surveys about sexual assault, adopt
reliable anti-assault policies, and to
STATISTICS COURTESY OF RAINN.ORG
better ensure that the reports of such
crimes remain confidential.
The recommendations were con-
tained in a report by a White House
task force assembled last year.
“Colleges and universities need to
face the facts about sexual assault,”
said Vice President Joe Biden in an in-
terview with the New York Times. “No
more turning a blind eye or pretend-
ing it doesn’t exist. We need to give
victims the support they need, like a
confidential place to go, and we need
to bring the perpetrators to justice.”
Hamachek is well-aware of the na-
tional statisticsand controversy.
“The more we look into the issue,
the more we seem to find,” Ham-
achek said. “Seattle U may seem like
an exception to that [aforementioned]
twenty percent statistic, but what we’re
finding is that we are actually right in
line with other universities. But this
isn’t meant to dishearten anyone;
rather, we want to take this informa-
tion and use it to make progress.”
Even though Public Safety does its
best to prevent incidents on campus,
students are in danger of sexual as-
sault off campus as well.
“It’s important to know that sexual
assault and violence does happen at
Seattle U, though not always on cam-
pus, thus the statistics seem to tell a
storycontrary to the rest ofthe nation.
However, this is not the case,” said
Assistant Director of Operations for
SEPTEMBER 24. 201 A
Public Safety Dominique Maryanski.
Rather, she says that Seattle U experi-
ences similar levels of sexual miscon-
duct, but most of the violence occurs
off campus.
Seattle U has also revised its web
page on sexual assault to better edu-
cate the student body. Filled with re-
vised information, listed services and
support information, the page will
serve as yet another resource for stu-
dents trying to educate themselves,
seek help or support a peer.
The school hopes to adopt differ-
ent techniques to address the issue
that is now surfacing on many college
campuses. Bystander intervention, for
example, is a system in which those
who recognize a potentially violent
situation and step into prevent it from
happening.
These changes are meant to create
a climate in which the Seattle U com-
munity is filled with educated individ-
uals on the lookout for violence. Thus
the dissemination of information is
paramount for Seattle U.
“Sexual violence, and violence in
general, does not happen in isolation,”
said Hamachek. “By keeping the topic
alive, we increase the probability that
our community will be on the lookout
for sexual misconduct and be ready to
step in before violence takes place.”
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“Write another song for the money” If she never calls, you get the mes- Do not trust the man wearing bright From the ugliest core comes the most
Shawty says. She don’t like no money, sage. Find another love, text her first. clothes, he is a facet of a larger sin. beautiful world. Focus in your class.
SCORPIO AQUARIUS X TAURUS <0 LEO
IIi 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 Q 4/21-5/21 & 7/23-8/22
Use the venom within your veins, and Dear Aquarius, please use the Some friends are powerful and some Be warnt young sire. Those who fal-
the stinger in your brains for good. strength that the moon is giving you. are weak, this is by your choosing. sify information are lacking game.
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Let the choir sing, and listen not to Pisces is a fish, and this week your If the room is getting you down, open If you attend student mass, please pray





TION WE’D LIKE TO
SEE ON THE HILL
©A lazy river for float-ing down Broadway
o Piecoras
o An orchard
o A REAL Von Trapp s
OA Harry Potter themepark




o Another Space Needle
o A candy cane forest
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THE SPECTATOR’S GUIDE TO
.
flLl THE SPOTS Ml NEED TO KNOW ACOJT TO MAKE
CAPITOL HILL FEEL LIKE HOME. AND IF WM LIVED HERE FOR yEflRS, IT
JUST MIGHT MAKE )* OLD HOME FEEL NEW ALL OVER AGAIN.
Exeplore
Eat
1. Oma Bap: Reasonablypriced and almost on top ofcampus, Oma Bap has put authentic and accessible Korean food on the Capitol Hill
menu.
2. Little Uncle: Kick start your lunch hour with some quick, cheap and tastyThai.
3. Octo Sushi: Some ofthe best sushi on thehill—and they deliver.
4. Annapurna: One ofSeattle’s best under-the-radar Indian restaurants. Literally, it’s underground.
5. Hot Mama’s Pizza: They stay open until 2:30 a.m. on weekends soyou can get your late-night pesto pizza fix.
6. Pho Than Brothers: These guys only serve two specialties: pho and cream puffs. They’rethe family’s secret recipes,and very good
ones.
7. Volunteer Park Cafe: Simple and delicious meals made fresh daily from produce in season and in theirbackyard.
8. Hello Robin: Create your own ice cream sandwich combo with two homemade cookiesand Molly Moon icecream.
9. Coastal Kitchen: Try the “two buck shucks” at theoyster bar while admiring the rotating local art exhibits.
10. Via Tribunali: Theplace to go for delicious thin-crustpizza—$6 during happyhour—and a classy vintage atmosphere.
11. Saigon Deli: The $3 porkbanhmi are said to be among the best in the country.
12. Huong Binh: Create your own spring rolls at this 20-year-oldLittle Saigon standby.
13. Kafe Berlin: This sunny German cafe serves up seriously legitreubens, wurst, and cold cuts.
Drink
1. The Saint: Save yourself from the terrorsofcheap tequila and treat yourselfwith a margaritafrom Seattle’s tequila
experts.
2. Liberty Bar: Relax and enjoy a wide selection ofbooze with sushi, and get a sample of whatever intrigues you on thei:
shelves.
3. Capitol Cider: One of the country’s largest selections of hard ciders on tap, with exclusively gluten-free food.
4. Unicorn: This carnival-themed bar offers more than just drinks, including live shows, trivia, and DJs.
5. Canon: Known for the vast whisky collection, Canon also offers appetizers and small plates.
6. Chuck’s Hop Shop: Dozens of taps, rotating food trucks, ample patio. Need we say more?
7. Cate Presse: $ 10-ish bottles ofFrench wine from 4-6pm may be one of the best happy hour deals on the hill.
watch
1. Northwest Film Forum: A gem for film enthusiasts, showing over 200 independent and
classic films annually.
2. GreenStage: Roll out a blanket to enjoy a picnic on the grass or catch a performance at
this brick-backed stage.
3. The Annex Theatre: This hole-in-the-wall offers$5 student tickets to experimental new
plays. Don’t miss their monthly variety show.
4. Seattle Asian Art Museum: One of the highlights ofVolunteer Park, this museum is
free on the first Thursday ofeverymonth.
5. Harvard Exit Theatre: Built in 1925, this historic theater offers an eclectic mix of inde-
pendent films.
6. The Frye Art Museum: Fromits impressivecollection ofEuropean art to its lineup of
cutting-edge exhibitions, this free First Hill museum is unmissable.
listen
1. Richard Hugo House: Poetry readings, workshops, events and meet-ups to inspire and
support local writers.
2. Chop Suey: This Asian-themed bar hosts live music nearly every night, from local punk
bands to full-blown queer dance parties.
3. Neumos: This small venue hosts big names in rock, punk, indie, electronic and every-
thing in between.
4. Rock Box: Rent a private room for you and your friends or blow incoming customers
away as you command the public karaoke space.
5. Town Hall Seattle: Ifyou’re into TED talks you’ll love this lecture hall, where many
events have a low $5 admission fee.
Study
1. Remedy Teas: Cutesy and variety of“specialty organic” teas.
2. Togo Coffee Co: With arus|<Jmd charming decor, Togo offers friendly service and
some of the best drip coffee in the city.
3. Caffe Vita: A spacious cafe for studying or socializing, with spectacular coffee, hot
chocolate, and pastries.
4. Capitol Hill branch library: Check out the Capitol Hill branch of the vast downtow
library.
5. Gay City LGBT library: Over 6,000 books and an extensive calendar of events.
6. Kaladi Brothers Coffee: Comfy chairs and booths, plenty of outlets, and yummy
hazelnutbiscotti, this is the consummate study spot.
7. Espresso Vivace: This cafe has set the bar for qualitycoffee in Seattle for decades.
Theirs is simply the best latte on the hill.
Shop
1. Everyday Music! Despite its jumbled genres, the vibe its posters give
make the experience worth exploring.
2. Lifelong Thrift Store: Knick knacks you’ll convince yourselfyou need
to an entire closet of quirkyapparel. Proceeds support Lifelong AIDS Al-
liance.
3. Ada’s Technical Books: A quirkyselection of science books with a full-
service cafe.
4. Twice Sold Tales: Browse the nooks and crannies at this 20-year-old
shop of used books and furry cat friends.
5. Capitol Hill FarmersMarket: Support local farmers at this vibrant
market every Sunday, rain or shine.
6. Cone and Steiner: Whether you need a wheel of artisan cheese or a
tomato-scented soy candle, you’ll find it at this cute neighborhood general
store.
7. Central Co-Op: A co-ownership ofthis natural market costs just
$60—but you can shop the whole store, including an extensive bulk foods
selection, without one.
8. Melrose Market: Find a sustainable sandwich shop, an organic florist, a
raw bar, and more inside this gorgeous Auto Row compound.
0
1. Volunteer Kirk water tower: At the top, find historic placards and gorgeous view ofthe city.
2. St. Mark’s minday Night Compline: Every Sunday night an all-male Compline choir shares a
free evening ofmusic with audiences from all over the Seattle area.
3. Century Ballroom: Shimmy over to this historic ballroom for lessons and performances in swing,
salsa, tango, tap and more.
4. Streissguth Gardens: Explore this quiet, quaint, family-maintained garden withviews ofLake Union
downtown and the Olympic Mountains.
5. Volunteer ParkConservatory: Spend a quiet morning admiring room after room ofpicturesque seasonal
plants, succulents and flowers.
6. Louisa Boren Lookout Park: This petite park with a stunning view ofLake Washington and the Cascades
may be one of the hill’s best-kept secrets. Bring a picnic.
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Grandpa sweaters are back and big-
ger than ever. Literally. This season,
the bigger and bulkier, the better.
Oversized knits are taking over the
runway, and what better place to
wear this trend than in the chilly
Northwest? A word to the wise: to
avoid channeling too much Grand-
pa, pair your sweater with leggings,
skinny jeans or a short skirt. It’s the
perfect outfit for class and for your
after-class nap. Who knew high
fashion could be so warm and cud-
dly?
BY MAGGIE MOLLOY
ILLUSTRATIONS • ALYSSA BRANDT
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
FUR
Release your /wrrrocious inner feline
this fall withone of the season’s warm-
est recurring trends. This year design-
ers are favoring color block fur coats,
retro fur mufflers, cozy fur shawls and
the ever-popular furry animal print
jackets. Embrace the excess by pair-
ing a furry leopard print coat with a
velvet dress and thigh-highs, or tone
down your fur accessories with a so-
phisticated, solid dress. Cruella de Vil
would be so proud!
FAIR ISLE PRINTS
Say farewell to lightweight summer
cardigans and hello to chunky Fair
Isle knits this fall. Snuggle up in a
stranded colorwork sweater, oversized
hat and knit leggings and you’ll be the
toast of the town (and toastywarm). If
anyone knows warm winter wear, it’s
surely the Scandinavians. How do you
think the Norsemen survived all those
frigid winters?
DRESSES OVER PANTS
The next time you’re trying to decide
whether to wear pants or a skirt, try
wearing both at the same time! That’s
right; the internet says it is now trendy
to wear dresses over your pants. Ap-
parently Emma Watson was seen do-
ing it on the red carpet. This quirky
trend can be tricky to master, but it’s
Emma Watson-certified, so you have
to try it at least once. Just be sure to
keep the outfit proportional by stick-
ing to skinny-leg pants and an A-line
skirt.
‘60S MOD
The swingin’ ‘60s are back in style this
season. Stroll back through time with
high-neck sweaters, prim collars, psy-
chedelic prints, statement jewelry, col-
or block mini dresses and go-goboots.
Don’t be afraid to add some ‘60s flare
to your hair and makeup, too: bee-
hives, bouffants, winged eyeliner and
nude lips are all fair game. Look to the
women of “MadMen” (or should I say,
“‘Mod’ Men”?) for style inspiration.
DARK FLORAL
The summer flowers may have with-
ered away, but luckily dead flowers
are “in” this season. Graveyards and
gardens collide as sweet and somber
floral prints bloom across the runways
this fall. Romantic flowers in smolder-
ing jewel tones are the perfect mix of
edgy and feminine. Channel your in-
ner punk princess with a dark floral
dress, fishnets and combat boots, or
try a more sophisticated look with a
broody botanic blouse, dark jeans and
flats. Look to Courtney Love and the
Corpse Bride for inspiration.
NORMCORE
For decades the fashion industry has
been inflated by pretentious design-
ers, slavish consumers and constantly
changing trends. However, this season
the giant fashion bubble has finally
burst: it has actually become trendy
to be decidedly untrendy. Rather than
expressing originality, normcore is
all about daring to be dull and delib-
erately embracing sameness. Any-
one can be normcore: just slip on a
blank t-shirt, label-less jeans, a plain
hoodie and other basic unisex cloth-
ing. Just don’t get too creative.
SHEER PATCHES
Just because the weather is getting
colder doesn’t mean you can’t show
some skin. Designers are getting
creative this fall with ways to add
a little sex appeal to an otherwise
simple outfit. Long dresses with sub-
tle (or not-so-subtle) sheer patches
are shimmying across the runways
this season. Try a short skirt with a
leg veil, or a shirt with long, sheer
sleeves. Or add a little optical illu-
sion to your ensemble with a long,
subtly sheer patterned dress. It’s all
about transparency.
Maggie may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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FINE ARTS FOR A CHEAP PRICE
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
Seattle is a mecca for art enthusiasts. With an array
of nationally-recognized museums, concert halls
and theaters, this city oozes with artistic expression
and is eager to be admired. As a college student in
this creative city, you could get a front row seat for
less than you think.
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM
The Seattle Art Museum (SAM) offers its pa-
trons an eclectic viewing experience in a vari-
ety of exciting places. From its main museum
downtown to the Asian Art Museum in Vol-
unteer Park and the Olympic Sculpture Park
by Seattle’s waterfront, the SAM has something
for everyone. Its ever-expanding collection cur-
rently holds works by famed artists including
Jackson Pollock, Robert Colescott and Hans
Hofmann. SAM offers free admission on the
first Thursday of every month as well as a re-
duced student ticket price of$12.50 every other
day of the year.
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY FINE ARTS EVENTS
Seattle University takes pride in the expansive
array of fine arts events it provides to students,
faculty and the Seattle community. Through-
out the year, the university showcases the work
of students, faculty, alumni and special guest
artists. Student tickets to most on-campus art
shows, chamber music concerts and plays are $6
or less. Come and be inspired by local and guest
artists as they share their perspectives through a
variety of media.
SEATTLE REPERTORY THEATRE —
Over the past 50 years, Seattle Repertory The-
atre has cultivated a rich history of storytelling
through the art of live theatre. Dedicated to sup-
porting new artists, this cozy theatre features not
only well-loved classics but also works by local
and up-and-coming playwrights and composers.
This season’s agenda includes “TheVaudevillians,”
“All the Way,” “Dear Elizabeth” and more. Seattle
Rep offers a discounted student ticket price of $18




With more than 200 performances annually
and some 25,000 dedicated subscribers, the Se-
attle Symphony stands as one of the city’s most
treasured centers for classical music perfor-
mance. To encourage young people to pursue
and expand their musical appreciation, the Se-
attle Symphony created their free Campus Club
membership program, which provides student
members with, a reduced ticket price of $12 for
most concerts.
5TH AVENUE THEATRE
If you’re looking for a Broadway-caliber per-
formance, look no further than the 5th Avenue
Theatre. With classic shows such as a “Kinky
Boots,” “A Christmas Story” and “Carousel” all
coming up in the next six months, this non-
profit theatre is a Seattle treasure. Students and
patrons under 25 years of age can purchase $20
day-of-showtickets with proof of valid ID.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST BALLET
With a live orchestra, breathtaking produc-
tion design and incomparable choreography,
Pacific Northwest Ballet (PNB) is a touchstone
for truly spectacular dancing. Students age 25
and under may purchase one ticket for $15 or
two for $25 for Thursday and Friday evenings
of regular season performances. Half-price
student rush tickets are also available at the
McCaw Hall Box Office beginning 90 minutes
prior to curtain time.




The Experience Music Project proudly self-
identifies as “a leading-edge, non-profit mu-
seum dedicated to the ideas and risk-taking
that fuel contemporary popular culture.” This
pop culture museum currently hosts exhibits
on the allure ofhorror film, icons in science fic-
tion, the legacies of Jimi Hendrix and Nirvana,
the art of music video making and more. With
valid ID, students have access to a reduced en-
trance fee of $17. EMP is also a member of the
Seattle Public Library Museum Pass Program,
which allows library card holders to reserve a
pass to the Seattle museum of their choice free
SEATTLE OPERA
From “Aida” to “Macbeth,” the Seattle Opera
continues to inspire with its five powerful op-
eratic productions each year. Featuring both
European classics and contemporary Ameri-
can works, the opera has received national
praise for its thematic diversity and commit-
ment to excellence. To save on ticket fare,
students who sign up for the Operas rush
program can purchase $20 rush tickets to
most performances. A limited number of $25
tickets for the Second Tier Upper Side of the
hall are also available for all performances,
though these tend to sell out quickly.
SEATTLE “LIKE”S THE FRYE’S NEW EXHIBIT
Melissa Lin
Staff Writer
With the click of a mouse—or 17,601
clicks, to be exact—art enthusiastsand
social media users have hand-picked
the pieces to be displayed in the Frye
Art Museum’s upcoming exhibit, #So-
cialMedium. This past August, anyone
who ever thought they could curate
artwork had the opportunity to prove
themselves, and the only prerequisite
was access to Facebook, Instagram,
Pinterest or Twitter.
From Aug. 11 through 22, the free-
admission museum posted images of
the 232 paintings in the Frye Found-
ing Collection on various social media
platforms and asked users to do what
they do best: “like” what they like and
“heart” what they heart. The most
popular 40 to 45 pieces will be on
display this upcoming October along
with the names of the curators and se-
lectedcomments.
“It is an extension of our commit-
ment to the idea of the citizen cura-
tor,” said Museum Director' Jo-Anne
Birnie Danzker. “In 2009 I curated an
exhibition at the Frye on the Munich
Secession. Someone in Britain saw
and posted online what they thought
was an improved virtual exhibition
with different artists and different
works in it.”
From then on, Birnie Danzker be-
gan thinking about “citizen curators,”
an idea that challenges typical muse-
um practices by letting average civil-
ians select works for exhibitions. Ju-
nior digital design major EmmaFried
is one such individual who benefits
TheFrye mergesfine art with aspects ofsocial mediafor their upcoming #SocialMedium exhibit.
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from the museum’s consideration of
social media.
“I’ve gone to a lot of museums and
the idea of choosing what you want to
see is pretty cool,” said Fried. “There’s
a lot of artists that I’d like to see and I
don’t always have the option to ask for
them.”
#SocialMedium is the Frye’s fifth
citizen-curated exhibit since 2010,
and it is especially pivotal given its in-
creased circulation.
While previous citizen curator proj-
ects only worked within the local Se-
attle community, #SocialMedium has
a worldwide reach and has received
feedback from locations including
Germany, Iraq, Romania, Saudi Ara-
bia, Egypt and Vietnam.
“We’re thinking bigger,” said Com-
munications Director Jeffrey Hirsch.
“We essentially took the project to
where people are: the Internet.”
Their big ideas led them to call in
some experts. The Frye communica-
tions team integrated popular Inter-
net memes with Founding Collection
paintings to increase the appeal of
the campaign, and the museum also
worked closely with partners such as
Civilization, a Seattle-based design
agency, and contemporary artist and
social media consultant Dylan Neu-
wirth.
Neuwirth helped the museum op-
timize the language they used on so-
cial media, determine the appropriate
frequency of posts and broaden their
reach. Civilization designed the key
campaign images by combining social
media icons with a portrait of Charles
Frye in the Founding Collection.
“Our willingness to have some fun
with even the most important paint-
ings in our collection played a big part
in our promotion and contributed to
its success,” Hirsch said.
This willingness to have fun in pro-
moting #SocialMedium has certainly
paid off: 4,468 individualsparticipated
and 17,601 total votes were received.
Birnie Danzker recognizes social me-
dia’s value in art and views it as a core
aspect of the museum’s success.
“Social media are intrinsically valu-
able means to maintain and deepen
and encourage conversations,” Birnie
Danzker said. “They open up possi-
bilities...for any single individual to
contribute to our work by comment-
ing on it, by reflecting on it.
According to Birnie Danzker, social
media is also a wonderful opportu-
nity for individuals, particularly col-
lege students, to take on the role of the
commentator.
Senior business management and
photography double major Akaila
Ballard has been working as a gallery
guide at the museum since September
2013 and is impressed by the Frye’s
use of social media.
“The Frye is a really tight-knit com-
munity and although they have a lot
of members they make every member
feel important and special,” Ballard
said. “[Social media] helps build the
community they are striving for.”
However, if curating an exhibit ne-
cessitates the feedback and discussion
of citizens, then that creates questions
about the role of the professional cu-
rator.
“Addressing these issues is especially
exciting for me,” Birnie Danzker said.
Hirsch is also eager to see how the
convergence of art and social media
will evolve in the future, and imag-
ines that art will be more accessible to
people on their various technological
devices. Though the number of citi-
zen-curated projects may increase, he
does not envision art on the Internet
replacing museums or galleries any-
time soon.
“There is a lot of potential for the
wisdom of the crowd to be applied
to projects like the one we’re doing,”
Hirsch said. “Though at the same
.
time, the individual vision and sensi-
bilities of the artist, that’s not going to
go away either.”
While voting has ended, there will
be opportunities to engage with the
artwork through social media plat-
forms at the exhibit. Visitors will be
encouraged to take photos with the
artworks and post about #SocialMedi-
um on social networks. A live feed of
the #SocialMedium hashtag will also
be available at the exhibit, allowing
visitors to participate in the exhibition
and see their comments in real time.
“The engagement, democratization
and participation continues,” Hirsch
said. “The voting was over a two-week
period, but once the show opens, we
once again open the social media
channels inviting visitors to partici-
pate in the exhibition.”
#SocialMedium will be on display
at the Frye Art Museum from Oct. 4
through Jan. 4.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com.
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TROVE BRINGS A NEW TASTE TO THE HILL
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
If upon your return to Capitol Hill
this fall you feel your culinary sens-
es start to tingle, it may be because
you have already noticed the new
Korean restaurant on Pike Street.
Trove, which opened Sep. 14, is just
one of an increasingnumber of Ko-
rean restaurants which have set up
shop in Seattle recently.
Trove, owned by chefs Rachel
Yang and Seif Chirchi of Revel and
Joule, is divided into four equally
intriguing parts, which riff on tra-
ditional Korean food. According to
a press release from the restaurant,
patrons can expect “a noodle shop,
dessert window, beer-focused bar,
and Korean-style barbecue featur-
ing tabletop grills.”
Approaching the restaurant, the
first thing one sees is Trove’s neon
sign: a big red ‘X’ which, as per
usual, marks the spot. Walking in
through the main entrance, it’d be
easy to mistake it for a hole-in-the-
wall restaurant. Only the noodle
bar is visible, and on a nice day
the broad windows open up to the
street. However, a narrow hallway
leads to the actual bar, which then
opens up to the much larger, quite
tastefully decorated barbecue area.
The parfait truck, lodged into the
inner structure of the building, is
adjacent to the main entrance.
Ihe noodle shop within Trove
entices patrons with hand-crafted
noodles, product of a fast-paced
kitchen environment visible from
the street. Although the menu is
constantly changing, some dishes
include a fennelnoodle with manila
clams and spiced sausage, and yel-
low curry rigatoni with cauliflower,
chickpeas and yogurt.
For those who are over age 21 (or
otherwise enabled by faux identi-
fication), Trove’s bar section of the
restaurant focuses mainly on beer.
The various libations are composed
from a medley of localbrews as well
as their rare international counter-
parts.
The barbeque section of Trove is
the most reminiscent of Korean tra-
dition, with tabletop grills that cook
meat right before the patrons’ eyes.
The result allows customers to feel
involved in the communal act of
eating. Meats available for grilling
include coulotte steak with chipotle
salt and pork coppa with sweet chili.
The parfait portion puts a unique
twist on standard ice cream. A des-
sert cart outside of the main restau-
rant, the parfait bar takes tradition-
al Korean shave ice and replaces it
with ice cream. (According to Seat-
tle Met, Yang made this substitution
in favor of enhanced flavor.) The
dessert is layered with traditional
Korean touches like miso and can-
died peanuts.
The parfait menu is small, but
specialized. Your $6 dessert comes
layered in a unique Trove mason
jar, which you can either keep or
return for $1 off your next parfait.
The main flavors are offered in “old
school” and “new school” styles.
For example, Trove’s Old School
Root Beer Float parfait has winter-
green pop rocks, root beer and can-
died ginger, while the New School
Root Beer Floatparfait has molasses
syrup, licorice crumble and ginger
gel. Both, of course, taste fantastic.
Trove is one of a growing number
of Korean restaurants in Seattle.
Revel, Joule, Oma Bap, Korean
,
Tofu House, Marination Station,
Girin and Kimchi Bistro are seven i
other Korean restaurants which
have already set up shop, or are !
planning on coming soon, to Se- '
attle. Yang and Chirchi’s two other
restaurants are both wildly success-
ful and renowned. Trove looks like
it could be next’.
According to President of the
Culinary Society of Seattle Univer-
sity Alex Koruga, the new trend of
Korean food in Seattle is part of a
larger Asian food pattern.'
“It seems in the past year or so
Seattle discovered fish sauce and
Vietnamese cuisine—Ba Bar, for
example—and many chefs started
incorporating it into their regu-
lar American dishes for an Asian
twist,” Koruga said in a mes-
sage to The Spectator. “Now
Korean seems to be the new
‘in’ food.”
Bibimbap joint Oma
Bap just relocated from
Bellevue to Cherry Street,
beneath the Douglas
Apartments. The restau-
rant describes itself as fast
casual and Korean.
Seattle U student Alex
Motsch works for the restaurant,
and said he thinks Oma Bap will be
a great addition to the neighbor-
hood.
Withall this new food simmering
just down theroad fromyour dorm
hall, it may be time to treat yourself
to a dinner out on the town—and
tell C-Street not to wait up.
Lena may be reached at lbeck@
su-spectator.com
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CRITICS CORNER: ‘THE DROP’
Will McQuilkin
Staff Writer
It’s hard not to be intrigued by a
movie when it’s an actor’s final on-
screen performance—particularly
when the actor in question in James
Gandolfini and the movie is a gang-
ster flick.
In “The Drop,” directed by Mi-
chael R. Roskam, the late Gandolfini
plays an aging ex-mobster and bar
manager named Marv. The bar, af-
fectionately named Cousin Marv’s, is
what they call a “drop bar”: envelopes
stuffed with dirty cash are stashed in
Marv’s safe while en route to a group
of Chechen gangsters who own the
bar, Marv having given it up when the
Chechens squeezed him.
Opposite Gandolfini is an easygoing
and likeable, albeit vicious, bartender:
Marv’s cousin Bob, played by Tom
Hardy. Hardy offers a Brando-esque
performance, muttering in an adopt-
ed outer-borough dialect. He’s a quiet
everyman with a boring name and a
shady past; he’s shy in the most excit-
ing sense of the word.
The plot of the film is relatively sim-
ple: a pair of masked hoodlums robs
the bar and makes off with five grand
of Chechen money. The Chechens,
who remain suspicious of Marv and
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Bob (believing the robbery may have
been an inside job), want their ill-got-
ten money back. Marv and Bob must
get it back or face the consequences.
Oh, there’s also a puppy that Bob
adopts early on in the film when he
finds it in a garbage can. The dog,
sired “Rocco” by his new owner, is
undeniably cute, but it comes with
some baggage: its previous owner is
a local sociopath played by Matthias
Schoenaerts. Rocco also serves as an
introduction to the owner of the gar-
bage can, the beautiful Nadia played
by Noomi Rapace.
“The Drop” could get by on perfor-
mances alone. Hardy is enthralling as
a neo-noir protagonist, recalling im-
ages of an early Robert De Niro. He
is at once charming in conversation
and intimidatingly savage when vio-
lence is called for. Further, it is both
wonderful and painful to see Gandol-
fini perform on the big screen for the
last time, larger than life as a tortured,
sometimes blundering gangster. His
acting chops are on full display, and
his commanding presence helps sup-
port the film throughout.
However, the film’s storyline is worn
sadly thin, having been adapted from
an 8000-word short story written by
screenwriter Dennis Lehane. The plot
lurches-slowly forward before coming
to an all too unsatisfying conclusion.
There’s an attempt at a twist towards
the end of the film—as is expected of
Lehane, who also wrote the screenplay
for “Shutter Island”—but it falls short
ofbeing truly shocking. And the fluffy
conclusion tacked on to the end of the
film doesn’t help the script’s integrity.
Still, where the plot falls short, the
acting abilities are enough to make
up for it. Further, the cinematography
and Brooklyn setting offer an authen-
tically gritty quality that resonates
deeply; the film seems to hide bits of
the story in its concrete alleyways.
In all, Belgian director Michael R.
Roskam’s uneven but poignant Eng-
lish language debut is a modest suc-
cess. Supported by excellent acting
and a passable (if tired) story, the film
engages where it needs to.
While “The Drop” is certainly worth
seeing, a matinee would be prefer-
able to a full-price evening ticket. It’s
not going to rock your world, but it’s
a decent gangster movie starring a few
of Hollywood’s best actors, and that
alone is worth the price of admission.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com.
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SU MEN’S SOCCER FALLS TO RANKED UCONN
Connor Cartmill
Staff Writer
The Redhawks fell 3-1 to the Uni-
versity of Connecticut Huskies in a
Sunday afternoon clash following a
busy week on the pitch.
Several penalties early in the match
mixed up the flow of the game and Se-
attle University struggled to get pos-
session early. In the tenth minute, Se-
attle U failed to clear a UConn cross
out of their box, which was netted for
an early 1-0 deficit.
After the first goal, things began to
settle down for Seattle U who evened
out the scoring chances later in the
half. Brady Ballew had the best op-
portunity early with a promising play
up the middle, but his shot sailed past
the goal. In a short period of time,
SPORTS
Seattle U earned several corner kicks,
but to no avail.
In the 30th minute, a similar play—-
where the ball stayed in the box too
long—resulted in UConn's second
goal of the match.
"They were lethal and their first two
goals were off their first two chances,"
said Head Coach Peter Fewing. "But
I like that we didn't give lip and kept
trying to play."
Seattle U tested the UConn defense
again in the 39th minute when Kyle
Bjornethun nearly notched a header
off another corner.
On the very next play, UConn's
Nicholas Zuniga went down in the
box after seemingly light contact for
a questionable penalty kick. Just 40
minutes into the match and the Red-
hawks were already facing a 3-0 slope.
Junior Hamza Haddadi entered
the game early in the second and al-
most scored in the 47th minute after
dribbling past several Husky defend-
ers. With a shift in UConn's forma-
tion, Seattle U poured on the shots
throughout the second half.
The Redhawks would eventually
breakthrough in the 80th when Had-
dadi scored a near-post header on the
right side ofa Nick Prasad cross. Both
goal and assist came from players out
of the starting lineup.
"Early in the season, you're trying to
figure out these things; who can play,
who can help us, who can contribute,"
Fewing said.
_
UConn ended the match with a tally
of 19 shots with seven on goal, while
Seattle U had 18 and seven respective-
ly. However, the Redhawks recorded
12 corner kicks in total as opposed to
zero for the Huskies, leaving the 3-1
score not entirely indicative of the
scoring opportunities.
Sunday's game was Seattle U's sec-
ond matchup versus a pre-season top
10 already this season after playing
number four Washington on Sept. 4.
"It's good to test yourself against
these kind of programs," Fewing said.
"Programs like UConn, Furman, and
Washington obviously are nationally
known. We want to be in the mixwith
those guys."
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com





After a dominating performance in
last season’s Super Bowl win against
the Denver Broncos, the Seattle Se-
ahawks have begun their quest to be-
come the first team with back-to-back
championships since the New Eng-
landPatriots did it in ’03 and ’04.
Most of the championship team is
still intact as Marshawn Lynch con-
tinues to lead the way in the running
game and Russell Wilson resumes
his role as quarterback. The defense
lost a few players on the defensive
line but secured big contracts with
their star secondary known as the
“Legion of Boom,” which includes
Kam Chancellor, Earl Thomas, and
Richard Sherman.
{The championshipteam is still intact asMarshawn Lynch con- 9tinues to lead the way
in the running game.
As defending champions, the Se-
ahawks had the honor ofkicking off
the season with the first game on Sept.
4. The team looked exceptional as
they outplayed the Green Bay Pack-
ers, another powerhouse in the NFL
expected to go deep in the playoffs
this year. Lynch ran for two touch-
downs while Wilson passed for two
touchdowns himself.
Unfortunately, the Seahawks did not
fare so well in their first road game at
San Diego as the Chargers managed
to come away with the victory as the
20 SPORTS
defense simply couldn’t get the stops
that they needed.
On Sunday, the Seahawks proved
once again that they are one ofthe bet-
ter teams in the NFL with a win over
the Broncos in the “Super Rematch.”
This time the game went all the way to
overtime, but, in the end, Wilson led
the team to avictory.
The Seahawks do not play this week
as they have an early week 4 bye this
season. The team will get some rest as
they get set to continue their season
and the quest for a second champion-
ship. Sure is nice to have that first one
out ofthe way.
MARINERS
For the first time in over a decade,
the Seattle Mariners may get the
chance to play baseball in October.
The last time the Mariners made the
playoffs was back in 2001 when they
also tied a major league record with
116 wins. Since then, the team has
not experienced much success other
than fostering the fantastic careers of
standout players like Ichiro Suzuki
and Felix Hernandez.
This season the Mariners signed
on Lloyd McClendon as the team’s
new manager and added former New
York Yankee second baseman Robin-
son Cano with a monster $240 mil-
lion contract over the next ten years.
Expectations for the team were not
very high at the beginning of the
season, but here they are, contend-
ing for a spot in the playoffs. Most of
this season should be credited to the
pitching staff, which leads the league
in most categories, including ERA
(earned run average). The offense,
however, has experienced familiar
struggles—the Mariners have been
shut out the second most times in the
league. They’ve also lost several games
in the last couple of weeks and run
the risk of missing the playoffs once
again if they can’t quickly turn things
around. This weekend, the Mari-
ners will wrap up the season against
their division leading rivals, The Los
Angeles Angels, hoping to end on a
positive note.
WORLD CUP
This summer we got to experience
another World Cup. The United States
National Team surprised everyone
as they made it out of the “group of
death,” which included powerhouses
Germany, Portugal, and Ghana, the
team that eliminated the United States
in the two previous world cups. Bel-
gium defeated the U.S. in the first
elimination round by a score of 2-1 in
extra time, a game where goalkeeper
Tim Howard set a cup record
in saves.
The host team Brazil fell apart to-
ward the end of the tournament, los-
ing by a large margin to the eventual
German champions in the semi-finals.
Brazil lost to the Netherlands in the
third place match. Lionel Messi, con-
{The Seahawks will getsome rest as they getset to continue their 9season and quest for a
second championship.
sidered one of the greatest soccer
players in the world, is still without a
world cup on his resume as Argentina
fell to Germany in the final game by a
score of 1-0.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
LETTERS TO THE READERS
Hello from the Editor
Hello all! My name is Emily Hed-
berg, the Junior nursing major that
has been bringing sports coverage
to The Spectator for the past year.
I am writing to you all to let you
know about the marginally small
changes I am making to the section
this year.
Our ever-knowledgeable friends
over at Wikipedia tell us that sports
journalism in its most basic form
is a field to report and cover sports
and games.
Despite the simplicity of that defi-
nition, I have to admit that I have
Hello from the Columnist
My name is Harrison Bucher and
this quarter I will be writing a
weekly column on the Seattle Se-
ahawks titled “The 12 Yard Line.”
I grew up in Tacoma, WA and have
been a Seahawks fan all of my life.
In my column, I will be giving
brief recaps of games as well as
previews of the upcoming games
done a less than terrific job of
bringing Seattle U the straight-
forward progress of our growing
athletics department. It is for this
reason that I will be introduc-
ing a strictly game score page so
that readers can efficiently flip
to the sports section and find out
what is going on with our school’s
teams—as it should be.
Also, thanks to Harrison Bucher,
we will have a weekly Seahawks
column so you can stay faithful
12th man fans, so there's that... En-
joy!
-Emily
and sharing my knowledge of the
sport with Seattle University. To
get a glimpse of what the column
will be like, check out page 20. I
hope you enjoy! Feel free to ask
me questions or give feedback at
hbucher@su-spectator.com.
-Harrison




THIS WEEK IN SEATTLE SPORTS
TAKE BACKTHE LOUNGE EXPOSING SOLO
I have fond memories as a bright-eyed first-year, ready for community living
in Seattle University’s largest freshman resident hall, Campion, and getting to
know other C(h)ampion residents. I attribute the lounge areas as one gateway
from where my inner social butterfly emerged.
It’s where I found other “New Girl” or “The Walking Dead” fans that reserved
the area to watch the latest episodes. Some exam weeks were spent going floor-
to-floor in search of an open spot to write my papers, taking comfort by others
also stressing out.
Lounges are beneficial for a new student—a gathering spot, a place to bump
into strangers that turn into acquaintances (and sometimes friends) bybonding
over details of food, movie, or even fashion choices. Blessed are the freshmen
that do not know the impact of a lounge because those days are gone.
This year’s overflow of on-campus residents led Housing and Residence Life
to accommodate the influx by converting lounges into crammed “quadruple
dorm rooms.” These residents get to keep the kitchen and TV the lounges came
with, while paying the same price as a double room, but I foresee the inconve-
nience it can cause when it’s on one side of the room. Learning to live with one
(or two) other people is already enough, I couldn’t imagine being thrown in
with three other strangers in what is essentially one big room.
Though creative and (thankfully) temporary, this should be a wake up call for
theuniversity to not only plan on expanding the university, but to make sure the
campus can accommodatemore students. It’s time for more residence halls and
off-campus transitioning support—and to get beds out of the lounges.
-Bianca Sewake, Online Content Editor & Managing Editor
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Alaina Bever, MargaretMolloy, EmilyHedberg, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, Alyssa Brandt, and Mason Bryan. Signedcommentaries reflect the opinions
ofthe authorsand not necessarily thoseo/The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
WHATARE YOU MOST EXCITED FOR ABOUT COLLEGE?
“To live in the city of Seattle.”
April Rhodes, Freshman
“To go to all of the sporting events!”
Andrew Carducci, Freshman
OPINION
In recent weeks the NFL has seen its fair share of domestic violence cases. The
news has seen its fair share of the NFL. And no one has seen anything regarding
Seattle soccer superstar Hope Solo. Take a gander at the following situations.
Ray Rice, Baltimore Ravens running back, was arrested in March for the as-
sault of his then-fiancee. The NFL suspended him indefinitely in September.
Greg Hardy, Carolina Panthers defensive end was convicted of two nebulous
accounts of domestic assault and placed on the NFL exempt list—prohibiting
him from any play in the near future.
Adrian Peterson and Jonathan Dwyer, both prominent NFL running backs,
have been accused of multiple domestic violence accounts. Neither of their
teams will be asking them to return, regardless of the final sentencing. Hope
Solo, American' goalkeeper and two-time gold medalist, was arrested on two
accounts of domestic assault, yet she continues to play. As the Ray Rice drama
exploded on sports and news networks alike, an exceptionally large, warranted
amount of blame and scorn was put uponboth the player and the NFLcommis-
sioner, who fell victim to a public outcryafter his laughable initial reaction to
the Rice incident. Therein lies the issue at hand. Although the punishments for
these atrocious crimes have been rightly doled out, it is a glaring problem that
Solo skates by with no obstacles in the wayof her 2015 World Cup dreams.
Who would squander a pretty girl’s goals, while all these male football mon-
sters are roaming the streets?
Giving Solo free reign to play in the midst of domestic abuse charges is a
double standard thatboth the media and the National Women’s Soccer League
should take a good look at.
-Emily Hedberg, Sports & Opinion Editor
“To compete for the baseball team!”
Ky Dye, Freshman
“Broadening what I know about the world.
I feel like it’s a chance to become more
worldly.”
Kayla Caviedes, Freshman




Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Qq I’m juststarting college and I’mq very nervous and have no idea
what’s going on. Pointers?
Signed, Fresh Meat
Am FM- First off, I love the pseudonym, y’all should do that
• all the time! Second, the only thing that you’ve gottaknow
from here on out is that you DO NOT have to ask to use
the bathroom in college. Besides that, your wonderful OAs have you
in excellent hands, go to them for anything and everything and they
will be thrilled and accommodating
Qm So I know you sometimes answer sex questions on here• and this has been messing up my relationship all summer.
My boyfriendfeels insecure about my sex toys. Help?
Oh boy. I’ll bet that you’ve already tried to tell him that you like/
0
love/admirehim more than your steel/silicone/glass toy, and that
being a real person is better than an inanimate object. But that’s
not an excuse for being preposterous and controlling. If he cannot get you
off like you can with your toys, talk to him about things he can do so you
two are more sexually compatible. A term about being a terrific sexual part-
ner that Dan Savage coined that I really appreciate is GGG - good, giving,
and game. Good at what you do (receptive to communication), giving (not
selfish) and game (willing to try new things). Maybe you two can work to-
ward a more holistic approach to sexuality! Good luck.
QSo
that divestment thing... What’s the end goal? Cause y’all don’t
• even have a solution because none ofyou are even business stu-
• dents. Maybe learn thefacts before making bold claims...
i
A
Even though I am a thorough supporter of divestment, I am not
• a representative of the movement. The solution is literally in the
• name of the movement itself, and there are plenty of business
students involved. Direct your questions to SSA, or maybe join
them ifyou have such input. Welcome back to you as well!
Happy Trails,
Emily
Visit www.seattlespectator.com/category/opinion/ to submit a question.
by Emily August








If you’ve got a crush,
This columns for you
Wanna flirt? Sendyour crush to cat@su-spectator.com.
You’re the most beautiful girl
living on my floor in
Campion. I cannot give away
the floor number, you will be
able to indentify me. Howev-
er, I can describe your actions
here, so that you know who
you are. You wear yoga pants
and drink Pumpkin Spice
lattes. You love Beyonce,
and sometimes you feel like
promoting social justice. You
must know who you are...
To the boy I fell in lovewith
in my first UCOR class:
Now that it is our sopho-
more year, I must ask you,
will you take me to Cafe
Presse? I want a chocolate
chaud. A side of fries to dip
with wouldn’t kill my vibes
either. It’s getting colder, and
I think you know what that
means. It means we need to
eat more, because our body
keeps us warm burning
carbs.
You, my friend from Canada, are the 21st century’s answer to
the male beauty that is the mountain man. You wore a mullet at
one point, and it didn’t lookout of place on Capitol Hill at all. I
think the coffee was keeping it long and luxurious.I hope that
your upcoming winter retreat is rewarding, and that all snow you
seek is soft and deep. Ain’t no love like that foundsurrounded by
friends.
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